A rapid method of protein structure alignment.
A reduction in the time required to compare two protein structures has been achieved for a previously developed structure alignment method, by reducing the number of residue pair comparisons which must be performed between the two structures. Subsets of residue pairs are selected by an iterative procedure. Initially, selection is based on similarities in solvent accessible surface areas or torsional angles or a combination of both properties, giving subsets containing approximately 2% of the total number of residue pairs. Using these subsets, a rough comparison of the two structures is generated by the structural alignment program. The information returned from this can be used to identify more accurately topologically equivalent residues in the two proteins, thus enabling a new and much smaller subset (less than 0.2% of the total number of residue pairs) to be selected. The process of iterative refinement of the residue pair subsets is repeated once more, when in 95% of the structure comparisons tested, the correct alignment of the proteins was obtained. Times required to compare the structures using the refined subsets are insignificant compared to the initial comparison, so that considerable increases in speed are possible. The method was tested on two groups of proteins, a set of remotely related alpha/beta nucleotide proteins and the variable and constant domains of the immunoglobulins. Increases in speed ranging from 50-fold to greater than 150-fold were obtained depending on the degree of similarity of the two structures. In some comparisons the alignment was improved due to the reduction in noise obtained by comparing mainly equivalent residues.